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Abstract: The methods of isotope production in CEFR(China Experimental Fast Reactor)
and the preliminary design of isotope assembly were introduced briefly in the
paper. Isotope 32p, 3 p,35S and "Sr can be produced in core area and `CC..Cr
and 'Co can be produced in radial shield area in CEFR with special isotope
assembly.
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1 Introduction
CEFR is the first fast reactor in China. Its main parameters were showed in table 1.
There are two methods to produce isotopes. One is use special isotope assembly in

the reactor core, and another is to deal with the spent fuel assembly. It can't take great
effect on reactor core characteristic such as core power distribution, reactivity, operation
period and so on.

One type of Isotope assembly was put into reactor active core in order to produce
isotope with fast neutrons, and other types of isotope assemblies, which there was
moderator in it, were put into radial shield area to get isotopes with heat neutrons. The
optimized production methods were determined with the list of isotopes needed,
requirement for isotopes and theoretic analysis of the cases.

2 Isotope production m ethod

According to characteristics of CEFR, the production methods of the isotopes,
including '4C, 3 p, 313p, 3SS, SICr, Co, "Sr, "Pu, were analyzed. 'Mo couldn't be
produced in CEFR for its short half life.

2.1 32P, 33P, 35s

Isotope 32p, 3 , 355 were pure radiate source which were used in label
compound. They were produced with fast neutron in CEFR. The production process
chart was showed in figure 1. isotopes of other kind of elements were produce in this
case. The needed isotopes must be separated from main material in the assembly with
chemical method after irradiation in the reactor. It was showed by calculation results
that 32P can be made from crude sulfur target and 33P can from sulfur target which
concentration of 33S was 90%. The activity of 3 P and "3P can reach 1 OCi in one
operation period ( 80 days). The process of chemical disposal can be simplified if the
target was pure sulfur. Sulfur was liquid or gas in irradiation for its low melt and boil
point temperature. So sulfur should be put into quartz ampoule when it was be
irradiation.

"Swas made in the similar way with KCI target. Its specific activity was
determined by concentration of stable isotope 32S and "S.* The process chart was showed
in figure 2. The purity of 3"S can reach a very high value.

2.2 ' 9Sr

'9Sr can be used to cure cancer. It was usually made from irradiation of target with
high enrichment of isotope "3Sr. transformation of the isotopes was showed in figure 3
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when crude strontium was irradiated. The purity of "9Sr was determined by "5Sr and "0Sr.
quite a number of "5Sr was produced from 14Sr which was exist in crude material. The*
accumulated quantity of 'Sr was small for it comes from twice continuous nuclear
reaction. Its concentration was limited strictly for it harmful cumulate effect on human
bone tissue with longer half life.

"9Sr also can be produce from 9y in (n,p) reaction with threshold. Its purity can
reach very high value if it use crude yttriumn target and remove main material of target
with chemical method. The transformation of isotopes was showed in figure 4 when
crude yttriumn target was irradiated. 'Sr will not be produced in this method. The
accumulated quantity of 'Sr produced in this way was less than with heat neutron for
the reaction section of 'Sr became less when neutron energy increased. It is deficient
that the total yield of ' 4Sr was small for its small reaction section. Moreover, the quality
and volume of the yttrium target was much larger than those of 32P, "P and "S.* Yttriumn
oxide sinters were usually used as target.

2.3 "'Co

'Co was used w idely in radioactivity technology, sewage disposal, medicine cure
and diagnosis. There were many kinds of requirement of activity and standard for 6OCo.
Its specific activity should be more than 8OCi/g. 60Co was produced from "9Co which is
the single isotope exist in crude material. It was showed in figure 5. Metal cobalt could
be used as target material. It is clear in CEFR that isotope assembly must be loaded
with moderator and be put into radial shield area for 6OCo's reaction section is small in
fast neutron energy area.

2.4 'AC

"C was a kind of pure radioactive source with long half time, which was used in
biology and medicine. It was produced with (n,p) reaction from crude nitrogen, showed
in figure 6. Its specific activity can reach the theoretical value when it was separated
from the target after being irradiated. The concentration of carbon must be limited
severely because non-radioactive carbon can decrease the specific activity of isotope '4C.
the most suitable target material was Ca(N0 3)2 in order to simplify the process of
chemical disposal and separation. As Ca(N0 3)2 had unstable chemical characteristic in
the environment with high temperature in CEFR, stable metal nitride should be used as
target material, such as AIN. The specific yield of '`C should be more than 25mCi/gAIN
when was sure that the concentration of non-radioactive carbon was less than 10%.

It was different from the (n,p) reaction of sulfur, chlorine and yttrium, that the (n~p)
reaction of '4N was exothermic one without threshold. Its maximal reaction section was
located in heat neutron energy area. Isotope assembly with moderator was used in order
to produce "C, which is similar to 'Co production. The target can be made thick and
fast because the section of '4N (n, p) C reaction was small relatively and self-shield
effect of AIN target was smaller than Cobalt target. The neutron energy required in "C
production was much lower than 'Co. The activity of "C would increase with the time
in reactor for its long half life. The yield of isotope C was determined by the life of
isotope assembly. These differences make it difficult to produce "C and Co in the
same assembly synchronously.

2.5 51Cr
51Cr was used in medicine and scientific research. There were many common

grounds between the production of 51Cr and "0Co. 51Cr was produced with ` 0Crn, y)s'Cr
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reaction, which was showed in figure 7. Only one radioisotope 51Cr was produced when
chromium was irradiated with neutron of not very high energy. The reaction section of
chromium was half of that of cobalt. The self-shield effect must be considered carefully
when the enrichment of 50Cr was high. The time of being irradiated in the reactor should
be shorter than one operation period for the half time of sICr was short.

2.6 "'Pu

"'1Pu was used in medicine and radioisotope dynamics. The concentration of ... Pu
was limited severely in plutonium used in medicine for its subsidiary product has strong
y radiation.

There were two methods to produce "'Pu, which were showed in figure 8 and
figure 9 respectively.

"'Np was used as target material in the first methods. "'Np transformed into ...Np
after capture one neutron, and then become "'Pu by decay. 136pU was produced by (n.
2n) + ( n) reaction with the neutrons of high energy.

"'Pu was produced from "' 2Cm in plutonium fuel by a decay. If the time of
irradiation of fuel was long enough, quite a number of ...Pu would be produced by "'Pu

(n, 2n) ...Pu reaction. But it was impossible to separate "'Pu from plutonium fuel with
chemical method. Normally, "' 2Cm was separated from spent fuel first, and it would
decay into 23p after long time, and finally ... Pu was separated from "' 2Cm. it was
excellent that there was no 2"6Pu produced. But the yield of ...Pu was small relatively. It
was suitable to use 14'Am as target material to improve the yield of isotope ...Pu.

3 Design of isotope asse mn blies

There are two types of isotope assembly according to the location in the CEFR
reactor. One is the assembly located in active core, another is in radial shield area.

3.1 Isotope assembly in active core

The outer structure of isotope assembly in active core was same as standard fuel
assembly which was showed in figure 0. There are seven irradiation channels with
diameter 19mm, where initial target materials were loaded, instead of fuel subassembly
in hexagonal sleeve of fuel assembly. This type of isotope assembly was used to
.produce 32P,33P,3 S and ' 9Sr. it was located in the center channel in active core of CEFR.
The initial target materials were showed in table 2. the assembly cross section was
showed in figure I.

The target of sulfur or KC1 should be put into quartz ampoule before being loaded
into the center channel of isotope assembly in active core. The clearance between quartz
ampoule and sidepiece of irradiation channel should be small as possible. Yttrium oxide
loaded in channel should be pressed and agglomerated.

3.2 Isotope assembly in radial shield area

The radioisotopes produced in isotope assemblies in radial shield area and. their
target materials were showed in table 3.

The outer structure of isotope assembly in active core was same as standard fuel
assembly. There was one irradiation channel loaded initial target materials in the center
of hexagonal sleeve of the assembly, and there are moderators around the channel, such
as zirconium hydride, in order to moderate fast neutrons to heat neutrons. This kind of
assembly would have- much effect on core characteristics of the reactor. Thus the
assemblies should be loaded into the 3 raw or out of the 3 draw in the radial shield area
of CEFR.
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Two kind of isotope assemblies in radial shield area were designed. n the first case,
irradiation channel had thin pipe form with diameter 6mm, and thickness of pipe wall
was 0.3mm. sheet chips with diameter 5mm were loaded into the pipes. It was showed
in figure 12(A). This kind of assemblies can used to produce 51Cr and 'Co. Targets with
larger diameter were not suitable to be used to produce 5"Cr and oCo for their self-shield
effect. In another case, the assemblies, which the diameter of irradiation channel was
19.2mm, were used to produce "4C. it was showed in figure I12(B).

The reliability of theoretical calculation was not enough to demonstrate the
operation safety ability of CEFR when isotope assemblies with moderator were loaded
in the reactor. Experimental results must be required in order to sure the operation safe
of CEFR in these cases. The data can be get from the research on neutron physics
characteristics of simulacrums of isotope assemblies in critical facility. It can also be get
when the reactor was operating on low power.

4 Conclusion
1. 99Mo couldn't be produced in CEFR if isotope assemblies couldn't be moved in

the operating reactor.
2. 32p. 33p.. 35S and Sr could be produced by fast neutron reaction with threshold

when isotope assembly was loaded in active core of CEFR.
3. `C,~ 5 Cr and 'Co may be produced when isotope assemblies with moderator

were put into radial shield area of CEFR.

Table I CEFR main parameters

Parameter value
Thermal wer 65 MW
Electric ower 20 MW
Maximal neutron flux 2.97 X 1.O'5n/cm2 s
Fuel material UO,
Maximal fuel mass loaded 219 kg
Maximal burnup 50000 MWDIT U
Number of fuel assemblies 81
Structure of reactor block Pool type

Table 2 initial target material of isotope assembly in active core

radioisotope -Initial target material
3

2p Crude sulfur
_________________ sulfur(enrichment of 33S was 90%)
"5S Crude KCI
9 r Yttrium oxide (Y03

Table 3 initial target inaterial of isotope assembly in radial shield area

radioisotope -Initial target material
14C ~~~~~A IN(agglomerated sheet chip)

"'Cr Crude metal chromium or
chromium which the enrichment
of 'Cr was 90%

60Co Metal cobalt
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Figure 5 isotopes transformation of crude cottr during irradiation
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Figure 7 isotopes transformation of crude chromium during irradiation
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Figure 8 isotopes transformation of 237Np during irradiation
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Figure 9 isotopes transformation of plutonium fuel during irradiation
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Figure 10 configurations of isotope assemblies in CEER
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Figure I I cross section of isotope Figure 12 cross section of sotope assembly in side
assembly in active core in CEFR shield area in CEFR
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